
English Lesson 3
Adding to our setting description 

planning



This week, we are going to be writing a setting description based 
on the different stages of the monkey’s journey in this video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24FNE60FRzw

Yesterday, you should have written down some nouns that you can 
describe for each stage of the journey like this:

For example
1) Outer space
planets,  stars, galaxy….
2)Just above Earth
rivers, roofs of buildings, trees
3) On the streets of Earth
cars, windows, piles of rubbish…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24FNE60FRzw


Today we are going to be adding detail to 
our nouns (but we will still be writing in 
NOTES, we shall write in sentences 
tomorrow).



Let’s look our first section of our description: 
What we can see in space….

• Rewrite one of your nouns on it’s own with space around it……

stars

We need to describe our noun BEFORE and AFTER just like 
we have done in English many times.

Go to the next slide…….



stars

• Try and think of two adjectives that could describe 
stars….

Bright, gleaming stars……..

If you are struggling to find some 
adjectives, use google to find 
different words/thesaurus….. ….or try and use some of the new 

vocabulary from the other day!



We now have bright, gleaming stars…..

• Lets add some more detail to the end of our noun…

• Think about what could the stars be doing?  Where could 
they be doing it?

• Here are some examples - danced through the night sky  OR 
illuminated the planets surrounding them       OR  glistened 
powerfully through the clouds.



So we have now turned 
stars 

into 

bright gleaming stars illuminated the night 
sky.

Can you now add more detail to all the rest of your nouns in your 
first section – don’t forget to add detail BEFORE and AFTER the 
noun. 

Your task



Section 2 – Just above the Earth

• We are now going to add more detail to the nouns in our 
second section…

2)Just above Earth
rivers, roofs of buildings, trees

Remember, Earth isn’t 
looking very nice at this 
point! Also, don’t forget 
to keep using your new 
vocabulary from the
other day!Go to next slide for help…..



Remember you have to add detail BEFORE 
(add adjectives) and AFTER (what were they 
doing? Or use a relative clauses) your nouns….

• Tall, grey buildings poked menancingly out from the ground….

• Murky, brown river which was snaking it’s way around the streets.

buildings

relative clause



Your task: You now need to finish the rest 
of your work….
• Add detail to each  of your nouns for the rest of the 

sections

• Remember to add detail BEFORE the noun by using 
adjectives – try and use some of the ones from the other 
day if you can!

And add detail AFTER the noun – either by saying what they 
are doing OR by using a relative clause (which, what, who)


